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For Immediate Release

Fabric Images, Inc.® announces its merger with Orbus Exhibit &
Display Group®
Woodridge, IL – September 8, 2020: Fabric Images, Inc.®, a dynamic fabricator of printed and nonprinted tensioned fabric architectural solutions, announces its merger with Orbus Exhibit & Display
Group®, North America’s leading wholesale supplier and manufacturer of display, exhibit, graphic and
event solutions.
The merger fuses Fabric Images’ 28 years of innovations and expertise in award-winning, custom fabric
architectural solutions for exhibits, events, hospitality, retail and commercial interiors, with Orbus Exhibit &
Display Group’s world class customer service, remarkable quality, print capability and extensive range of
signage, portable, modular, fabric structure and custom exhibit solutions.
Fabric Images is now supported with enhanced capabilities and capacity that comes with joining a larger
team with expanded resources and locations, including a move to Orbus’ 350,000 sq. ft. headquarter
facility located in Woodridge, IL, a 100,000 sq. ft. Las Vegas facility and 50,000 sq. ft. facility in Markham,
Ontario, Canada.
“The addition of Fabric Images to the Orbus Exhibit & Display Group family of brands elevates our design
and print capabilities in building materials, printed textiles and fabrics. Together we now offer our
customers an unmatched combination of elegant design, speed, quality and service in fabric structures,
fabric architecture and fabric printing.” said Giles Douglas, President and CEO of Orbus Exhibit & Display
Group.
Fabric Images CEO Marco Alvarez will become part of the executive team at Orbus, teaching and leading
the engineering, design, and consultancy-driven approach to custom fabric architecture with a much
larger combined team.
“Becoming part of Orbus provides our customers with expanded resources and capabilities across North
America, adding a Las Vegas and Canadian facility in addition to a vastly larger Illinois facility.” said
Alvarez. “Access to an expansive range of portable, modular, sign and fabric structure solutions,
supported by an exceptional team committed to service, promises a limitless future for what we can do for
our customers.”
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About Fabric Images
For nearly 30 years, Fabric Images, Inc.® has been an award-winning, design-focused manufacturer of
printed and non-printed tensioned fabric architecture and material solutions for corporate interiors,
hospitality, retail spaces, museums, and events around the globe. Our focus is providing products,
custom solutions, and services that that will enrich brand quality and the expressive identity of a space.
We thrive on innovation, collaboration, creativity and the pleasure that comes from bringing life to our
customer’s vision.
The Fi Interiors™ division designs and manufactures interior architecture décor products and custom
design solutions that incorporate metal, fabric, printed graphics, acoustics, and a host of additional
materials.
The Fi Live Events™ business division is a creative, strategic, and collaborative manufacturer providing
custom fabric architectural and material solutions used within tradeshows, events, and brand activations.
The Fi Retail™ business division partners with retail brands to creatively express their story through
compelling installations and brand experiences.
For more information, visit www.fabricimages.com.
Fabric Images, Inc. is a division of Orbus Exhibit & Display Group® – a privately owned group of
companies that specialize in the manufacture and trade only supply of portable, fabric and modular sign,
exhibit and display products, architectural wayfinding signage and superior graphics.
Companies and brands within the group include The Exhibitors’ Handbook®, The Promo Handbook™,
Nimlok®, Fabric Images® and SignPro Systems®.
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